There she stood Ready…..
“There she stood Ready. Her path ahead with an open-mind, remembering her dreams, Benevolent.
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Her blue frequency that identifies her in the Universal Cosmos, begins to vibrate in intervals, small
frequencies, similar to a heartbeat in deep meditation. It signals Peace of mind and soul in unisome,
and helps the next step forward become one massive leap that has not been done before.
Her smile brightens her surroundings, rising the happy energies. Important for the step forward, be
propelled, to initiate effortless motion.
She has begun to master the true definition of True Faith.
Her past has defined her present, yet no longer controls her. She has set herself free standing in the
present moment. She embraces it fully, realising that very moment will define her future.
Clarity enfolds her, fills her like a well of wisdom.

Slowly her heartbeat rhythm begins to slowly accelerate. Her knowingness guides her to remarkable
journeys. This one though is Divinely Magnificent. An Outcome of all her labour of Devotion,
dedication, and Love.
An Oath she has made by her Soul. Significant is her Soul’s Purpose. The Mission on This Earth,
Embedded within her being, shines and now The World can see.
She starts to spread her wings, a sign the time is near. Her eyes fill with tears of Gratitude and Love,
as her mind processes adoration for her path ahead.
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Her heart feels Paradisal of what her mind and tears reveal. Foretells to The World, who can see
now, the orchestrated symphony of Blessings, so Pure of Love. Shine Brilliantly within her, to
purposely fill this Earth. Gladly to do so. Evidently true as her tears now touch the sacredness of the
surface of this Earth, to submerge within its own, the planet Earth, A being. Initiating the catalyst of
what her Soul’s Purpose has intended to do. The Mission of Love.
She has never known a life so Brilliant as the one she is about to Embark on.
One day she slowly began to remember. Remember who she is.”
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